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Abstract - Input queued switching architectures has become 
attractive for implementing high performance switches. Some 
maximal matching algorithms, e.g. PIM, iSLIP, are easily 
implemented in hardware, hence attract more attention in 
designing of the practical router. However, they usually need 
multiple iterations to achieve satisfying performance. In this 
paper, we propose a multiple-threshold based round robin 
matching algorithm (MTRRM) for high performance input 
queued crossbar switch scheduling. In MTRRM, when an input 
and an output are matched, the matching might keep for more 
than one time slot. Simulation results show that our scheme can 
strongly reduce the average cell delay and increase the 
throughput under non-uniform traffic. MTRRM achieves quite 
good performance with single iteration and this promises us that 
it is more suitable for switch with high line rate or large number 
of ports. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Crossbar switching fabrics are very popular for switch 
implementation because of their non-blocking capability, 
simplicity and market availability. There are different 
architectures for crossbar switches, such as output queuing, 
input queuing, and combined input and output queuing. 

In output queued switch, packets arriving from input lines are 
not queued at input interface; instead, they cross the switch 
fabric and join a queue at the output interface before being 
sent to the output lines. This architecture requires internal 
bandwidth or speedup—defined as the number of times that 
the switch core works faster than the input line rate —is equal 
to the number of ports (S = N), so it is not scalable. 

Input queued switch has become dominant in high speed 
switching because the traditional output queued switch lacks 
of scalability. Input queued switch using FIFO input queue [1] 
has head of line (HOL) blocking problem, which leads to 
maximum throughput of 58.6%. The use of virtual output 
queue (VOQ) eliminates performance degradation due to the 
HOL blocking phenomenon [2][3]. For input queued 
switches, in any time slot, at most one cell from each input 
port can be switched to the output side and each output port 
can only accept at most one cell, therefore the scheduling is 
more complicated than that for output queued switches. 

For input queued switches, in each time slot, an input-output 
matching is found. In the technical literatures, scheduling 
algorithms in input queued switch architectures can be 
formalized as solutions of the matching problem in bipartite 
graphs. 

Many algorithms have been proposed for scheduling the input 
queued switches. Among them, maximal weight matching 
algorithms, e.g. iLOF, iOCF[3], iLPF[4], RPA[5] and 
MUCS[6], have the   complexity ranging from O (N2) to O 
(N3), and this makes them lack of practical use.  

Maximal size matching algorithms, e.g. PIM[2], WFA, 
WWFA[7], iSLIP[3], DRRM[8], SRR[9], T-RRM[10], have 
smaller complexity than maximal weight matching algorithms. 
They have attracted more attention for designing the practical 
switches. Most of them are implemented by parallel iteration, 
and this reduces the complexity further. Therefore they have 
attracted more attention for constructing a high performance 
switch. Parallel iteration is usually based on three steps 
scheme, and they usually operate as follows: 

1) Request. Each unmatched input sends a request to every 
output for which it has a queued cell. 

2) Grant. If an unmatched output receives any requests, it 
chooses one of them to grant. The granted input is 
notified. 

3) Accept. If the input receives at least one grant, it chooses 
one of them to accept. 

These steps can be repeated until a maximal matching has 
been found. The three steps scheme will necessarily converge 
at maximal matching in N iterations.  

PIM is the first distributed parallel iterative algorithm for 
input queued switch scheduling. In PIM, all choices for grant 
generation at the outputs and for grant acceptance at the 
inputs are made randomly. Single iteration PIM can achieve a 
throughput of 63.2% under i.i.d Bernoulli uniform traffic.  It 
needs multiple iterations, average less than log2N, to achieve 
good performance. Another demerit of PIM is that it is 
complex to implement due to randomness [3]. iSLIP adopts 
the round-robin arbiter to simplify the implementation. By 
introducing smart round-robin pointer updating rules to 
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desynchronize the pointers, iSLIP can achieve 100% 
throughput under uniform traffic even with single iteration.  
DRRM [8] is a single iteration algorithm. It replaces iSLIP's 
three steps with only two.  DRRM and single iteration iSLIP 
have similar performances, and the authors proposed to 
control delay with speedup. 

T-RRM [10] defines marked ports. When an input is matched 
to an output, if the number of queued cells in the 
corresponding VOQ is greater than a predicted threshold, the 
input and output are marked as marked ports. Marked ports 
will keep the matching in next time slot, i.e. a marked input-
output pair will keep the matching totally for two time slots. 
This will reduce the average cell delay to some extent, 
especially when the algorithm operates under single iteration. 
However, T-RRM has some drawbacks. Firstly, T-RRM is a 
single threshold scheme, but the simulation result shows that 
there isn’t a unique threshold to achieve good performance at 
different traffic load. Secondly, T-RRM is too conserved. No 
matter how much the number of cells in queue is larger than 
the threshold, it always keeps a matching for two time slots. 
Thirdly, the gain of T-RRM becomes small under burst or 
nonuniform traffic. 

We propose a novel scheduling algorithm, named multiple 
thresholds round robin matching (MTRRM) for high 
performance input queued switch. In MTRRM, we set 
multiple thresholds. Once an input-output pair is matched, the 
scheduler keeps the matching for a certain time slots accord 
to the thresholds and the number of cells in corresponding 
VOQ. This leads the service to reflect the queue length more 
exactly, hence achieves much better performance than T-
RRM does, especially under burst or nonuniform traffic.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a 
description on how MTRRM scheduler works. Then we 
evaluate the proposed algorithm by simulation in Section 3. 
At last, we end this paper with concluding remarks in Section 
4. 

2. MULTIPLE-THRESHOLD ROUND ROBIN 
MATCHING 

In iSLIP and PIM, when an input and an output are matched, 
only one cell is transferred from the input to the matched 
output. After that both inputs and outputs are initialized to 
unmatched state. This leads them to need multiple iterations 
to achieve good performance. For switches with high line rate 
or a large number of ports, there is usually no time to 
complete multiple iterations within one time slot. The single 
iteration algorithm is more attractive. T-RRM improves the 
performance to some extent, but it is too conserved and 
cannot adapt to different traffic loads.  

Motivated by above observation, we propose a variation of T-
RRM—MTRRM. In MTRRM, there are multiple thresholds, 
T0, T1, T2, …, Ti, …, TN. When a matching between an input 
and an output is set up, it will be kept for i+1 time slots if Ti

≤L＜Ti+1, where i = 0,…,N-1,  and L is the number of cells 
queued in the VOQ corresponding to the matched input-
output pair. For all L > TN, the matching will be kept for N + 
1 time slots. In order to simplify the implementation in 
hardware, we propose a multiple-threshold scheme, Ti = 2i, 
i=0, …, N. For this scheme, it is easy to determine for how 
many time slots a matching should be kept by calculating the 
function P = log2L + 1, where P is the number of time slots 
a matching will be kept for. This prevents the scheduler from 
complex comparing operation. Furthermore it can also limit 
the period that a matching lasts for within a reasonable 
number of time slots. For example, if L = 65535, P = 16, and 
the value of P is not quite large. In this paper, we propose to 
calculate P = log2L + 1 and to determine when a matching 
should be broken by a shift register. We assume the width of 
the shift register is of 16 bits, and it can cover the maximum 
queue length of VOQ ranging from 0 to 65535. Details of 
MTRRM are described as follows: 

In an N × N switch, at each input i, we maintain a shift 
register Ri with 16 bits width and a separate queue VOQij for 
each output j. We assume the least significant byte of Ri is 
located at the right. At the beginning of the switch runs, all 
inputs and outputs are initialized to unmatched.  

Then in each iteration:  
Step 1. Request: Each unmatched input i sends a request 

to every output for which it has a queued cell. 
Step 2. Grant: If an unmatched output receives any 

requests, it chooses the one that appears next in a 
fixed round-robin schedule starting from the 
highest priority element. The output notifies each 
requesting input whether or not its request was 
granted. The pointer gi to the highest priority 
element of the round robin scheduling is 
incremented to one location beyond the granted 
input if and only if the grant is accepted in step 3.  

Step 3. Accept: If an unmatched input i receives any 
grants, it accepts the one that appears next in a 
fixed, round robin schedule starting from the 
highest priority element. Assuming the accepted 
output is output j, the scheduler sets input i and 
output j as matched, and registers the value of Lij in 
Ri, where Lij is the number of cells queued in VOQij.  

In each time slot, if input i and output j are matched, the 
switch transfers the HOL cell from input i to output j and 
shifts Ri right by 1 bit. If Ri becomes 0, the scheduler sets 
input i and output j as unmatched. If Ri > 0, it keeps the 
matching.  

We propose to control the continuous transmission according 
to the threshold by a shift register. It is very simple for 
hardware implementation and can be used in high-speed 
switches. 



An example of MTRRM with single iteration operating at a 3 
× 3 switch is shown in Fig.1. In this example, we assume Ri is 
a 2-bit register and the maximum length of VOQ is 3.  

In time slot t, after request step, output 1 and output 2 grant 
input 1, and output 3 grants input 3. Input 1 accepts output 1, 
moves its pointer a1 to 2(one location beyond 1), and 
registers 01b, which is the number of cells queued in VOQ11, 
in R1. Input 3 accepts output 3, moves a3 to 1(one location 
beyond 3), and registers 11b, which is the number of cells 
queued in VOQ33, in R3. g1 and g3 move to 2 and 1 
respectively. Then each matching transmits a cell. R1 and R3 
shift right by 1 bit.  

Because R1 becomes 0, the matching between input 1 and 
output 1 is broken. The matching between input 3 and output 
3 is kept in time slot (t +1). So input 3 and output 3 are not 
involved in the iterative operation at time slot (t + 1). 

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Following simulations in [10], we simulate MTRRM under a 
16×16 switch with VOQ. The traffic patterns firstly studied 
in this section are uniform and non-uniform traffic with 
independent identically distributed (i.i.d) Bernoulli arrivals. 
We also study the effect of burstiness using an on-off arrival 
process modulated by a 2-state Markov-chain. The source 
alternately produces a burst of full cells (all with the same 
destination) followed by an idle period of empty cells. The 
bursts and idle periods contain a geometrically distributed 

number of cells.  

We compare our scheme with iSLIP and T-RRM with 
considering the case of 1 and 4 iterations. As originally 
presented in [3] , for an N×N switch it takes about log2N 
iterations for iSLIP to converge.  

Besides comparing the average cell delay of iSLIP, T-RRM, 
and MTRRM, we also calculate the delay improvement. The 
delay improvement of algorithm A comparing with B is 
calculated by  

I = ( DB - DA ) / DB,                                         (1) 
where DA  is the average delay of  algorithm A and  DB is the 
average delay of algorithm B. 
T-RRM proposes and evaluates four thresholds in [10]. They 
are 1, 2, 3 and 4. Our evaluation includes all of them.  

3.1 Uniform traffic 

For uniform traffic, the received cells in an input are 
uniformly destined to all outputs.  

Fig. 2 compares the delay performances of iSLIP, T-RRM 
and MTRRM with single iteration under uniform i.i.d traffic, 
and Fig. 3 shows the delay improvement of T-RRM and 
MTRRM comparing with iSLIP. 

In the scenario of single iteration, when the offered load is 
greater than 0.6, T-RRM achieves smaller average delay than 
iSLIP. T-RRM with threshold 2, 3, and 4 works better under 
heavy offered load. The delay improvement of T-RRM 
comparing with iSLIP reaches up to 70% when the offered 
load is about 0.95. T-RRM with threshold 1 does better under 
light load. However, MTRRM achieves better delay 
performance than T-RRM and iSLIP under both light and 
heavy load. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the delay 
improvement of MTRRM is always greater than that of T-
RRM. 

Fig. 4 shows the average delay of algorithms with 4 iterations. 
MTRRM and T-RRM achieve comparable delay performance, 
and when the offered load is greater than 0.95, both of them 
outperform iSLIP in terms of average delay. 
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Fig. 2. Average cell delay under i.i.d traffic for single iteration 
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Fg. 3. Delay improvement comparing with iSLIP under i.i.d traffic for single 
iteration Fig. 5. Throughput under non-uniform traffic for single iteration
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Fig. 4. Average cell delay under i.i.d traffic for 4 iterations Fig. 6. Throughput under non-uniform traffic for 4 iterations

3.2 Non-uniform traffic 

We define the non-uniform traffic by using an unbalanced 
factor ω. Let us consider input port s, output port d, and the 
offered input load ρ for each input port. The traffic load from 
input port i to output port j, ρij is given by, 
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where N is the switch size. Here the aggregate offered load 
that goes to output port j from all input ports, ρd is given by 
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When ω = 0, the offered traffic is uniform, and when ω = 1, 
the offered load is completely unbalanced. 

Figs. 5 and 6 compare the throughput of iSLIP, T-RRM, and 
MTRRM under non-uniform traffic with 100% offered load. 
In this simulation, we set the buffer size of a VOQ to 1280 
cells. For single iteration, the throughput of MTRRM is 
always more than 0.9, whereas the throughput performance of 
T-RRM and iSLIP are very poor when the value of ω 
approaches 0.5. Our scheme is obviously outperforms iSLIP 
and T-RRM. For 4 iterations, MTRRM can always maintain 
saturation throughput more than 0.95, whereas the 

throughputs of T-RRM and iSLIP drop down to about 0.85 
and 0.8 respectively when ω = 0.6. 

3.3 Burst traffic   

In this simulation, the uniform burst traffic with average burst 
length of 16 cells are used. 

if  s = d 
                         (1)
otherwise 

Fig. 7 compares the delay performance of MTRRM, iSLIP, 
and T-RRM with single iteration under burst traffic, and Fig. 
8 shows the delay improvement of T-RRM and MTRRM 
comparing with iSLIP. 

T-RRM achieves better performance than iSLIP under burst 
traffic. However, when the offered load becomes heavier, the 
average cell delay of T-RRM approaches that of iSLIP. 
MTRRM achieves quite good delay performance under burst 
traffic. When the offered load is greater than 0.65, the delay 
improvement of MTRRM is always more than 80% 
comparing with iSLIP. Furthermore, the delay improvement 
of MTRRM comparing with iSLIP is above 90% under 
offered load between 0.7 and 0.80. 

               
(2)

Fig. 9 shows the average cell delay of MTRRM under burst 
traffic for 4 iterations. Although the deference among the 
performances of different algorithms become small, MTRRM 
still achieves better performance than the others   

MTRRM achieves better performance than iSLIP and T-
RRM under different traffic patterns, especially for 
algorithms with single iteration.  Because more iterations 
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take longer to perform and the allotted arbitration time for a 
high performance switch is limited, our scheme is quite 
suitable for high performance input queued switches.  

4.     CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we propose a multiple-threshold round robin 
matching algorithm for input queued switches. In MTRRM, 
when an input and an output are matched, the matching might 
be kept for a certain time slots, which number is determined 
by a set of predicted thresholds and the number of cells 
queued in corresponding VOQ. Our scheme can be easily 
implemented by maintaining a shift register at each input port.  

Simulation results show that our scheme achieves better 
performance in terms of delay versus traffic load than iSLIP 

and T-RRM under uniform traffic. The delay reduction is 
more significant under burst traffic. When the algorithms 
operate in single iteration, MTRRM gets a gain of more than 
80% delay improvement comparing with iSLIP under burst 
traffic under heavy load. The delay improvement of T-RRM 
is much lower than that of MTRRM. Under non-uniform 
traffic tested in our simulation, the throughput of iSLIP and 
T-RRM drop well below 100% when they operate in single 
iteration. However, the throughput of MTRRM is more than 
90%, which is much higher than that of iSLIP and T-RRM. 
MTRRM with iterations can improve the performance further. 
The good performance of MTRRM with single iteration 
promises us that it is quite suitable for high performance 
switches. 

Fig. 7. Average cell delay under burst traffic for single iteration
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